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What’s in the box?
• FocusBand
• Charging Cable
• Carry Bag
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Setup
1. Connect mobile device to radar

Go into mobile device’s Wi-Fi settings and 
connect to your FlightScope radar

    - See radar manual for instructions
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2. Turn on FocusBand

Press button on the receiver inside of the pocket of
the FocusBand headset so that the green light flashes.

  - Make sure the receiver is charged. See page 26 for
     charging instructions.
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3. Turn on mobile device’s Bluetooth

Make sure that your mobile device’s bluetooth is 
turned on in your settings.
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4. Place the FocusBand on your head

Locate the middle sensor and place in center of the 
forehead vertically and horizontally; and make sure 
that the sensors make good contact with the fore-
head.

Make sure that the headband is tight enough around 
your head to ensure good contact and that there is 
no hair between the FocusBand and your forehead. 
Heavy makeup may affect connection.
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1. Open FlightScope VX app & pair
    FocusBand with mobile device
       When pairing for the first time, open the connection menu
       on the top right corner of the screen and click “Connect”.

       Check FocusBand status and make sure the connection is good.

      On the next application startup, FocusBand will try to automatically
      connect (automatic connection should be enabled in the 
      general FlightScope Settings). 

Using FocusBand with VX app
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If you have trouble pairing, shake mobile 
device to facilitate pairing with 
FocusBand.
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2. Check FocusBand Settings

Select “FocusBand Analysis” screen on 
VX Dashboard.
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  Select the settings icon on the 
  FocusBand screen. 
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Pre record time: the amount of time captured prior to ball strike

Post Record time: the amount of time captured after ball is struck

Baseline: optimal training level

  -  If baseline is set to low, the brain will stay in the green all the time
  -  If baseline is set to high, the brain will stay in the red all the time

Gaze: your ability to focus on a single spot
with your eyes and mind

Quiet Eye: the ideal eye performance state

Auto-connect: FocusBand will connect automatically during app 
startup

Tones: Audio feedback during use
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3. Begin Session
Check connection status in bottom left-hand 
side of screen.

Working correctly

Standby

Poor EEG signal

Bluetooth is off

Headset error - power on and off

Headset is not powered on

Headset is not fitted correctly
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4. Hit a shot
Measures and trains your shot
routine using audio-visual
neuro-feedback

    Measures and scores 
    your shot results and 
  proximity to the target

To change your current belief system
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5. Review data
Click on           button to switch between
Live/Review mode.

A Rewind/Pause/Play/FastForward bar will
appear below the top left side progress bar, which 
can be used to control the review of the FocusBand 
recording.
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1. Open FlightScope Skills app & pair
    FocusBand with mobile device
       Check FocusBand status and make sure the connection is good.

       On the next application startup, FocusBand will try to automatically
       connect (automatic connection should be enabled: Settings>Device      
       Settings>FocusBand Settings>Auto-connect)

Using FocusBand with Skills app
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If you have trouble pairing, shake mobile
device to facilitate pairing with FocusBand.
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2. Check FocusBand settings
                       Select “Settings”                                                                              Select “Device Settings”
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        Select “FocusBand Settings” located towards the bottom of   
        the screen
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Pre-record time: the amount of time captured prior to ball strike
Post-record time: the amount of time captured after ball is struck
Baseline: optimal training level
- If baseline is set to low, the brain will stay in the green all the time
- If baseline is set to high, the brain will stay in the red all the time
Gaze: your ability to focus on a single spot with your eyes and mind
Quiet Eye: the ideal eye performance state
Auto-connect: FocusBand will connect automatically during 
application startup
Tones: audio feedback during usage
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3. Begin Session
        Check FocusBand status by selecting the radar’s connection 
        status icon on the top right-hand side of screen. Depending if 
        you’re connected or not, it will read Connected, Ready or 
        Disconnected. 
                                   FocusBand Status:
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4. Hit a Shot
        

Measures and trains your shot
routine using audio-visual
neuro-feedback

    Measures and scores 
    your shot results and 
  proximity to the target

To change your current belief system
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5. Review Data
        Once your session is over, you will automatically be taken to this 
        screen. 

        Select “Change View” and choose “FocusBand”
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        A Rewind/Pause/Play/Fast Forward bar will
        appear below the session progress bar, which can be used to 
        control the review of the FocusBand recording.
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Charging your FocusBand
USB cable supplied with the FocusBand
can be used for charging, using any USB port on 
a computer, or alternatively any
5V USB charger.

- Red light will illuminate while  FocusBand is charging.
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Taking care of your FocusBand
Cleaning
The FocusBand should be cleaned with water only. Simply dip a clean washcloth in
water and wipe the sensors and the bioprene headband with the washcloth.

Storage
To prevent damage of the sensors, avoid folding the FocusBand on the sensors.
Keep the sensors flat when folding for the best protection.
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Support
FocusBand Support
support@focusband.com

FlightScope Technical Support team is available to assist with any questions

USA: 407 412 9400
Europe/Outside of North America: +44 20 323 941 86
support@flightscope.com

www.flightscope.com
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